lines, taking with them two pulkkas, the little Lapp
sledges which look like small canoes and are generally
drawn by reindeer, I asked him what provisions they
took, and he said smoked reindeer-meat, bread and butter
and plenty of sugar. The sugar because it is very good for
stamina. And you need something to keep that going
when you are travelling over thirty miles a day,
This patrol travelled light. They took no tents with
them and for shelter depended upon forest huts if they
were Iucky5 failing which they built walls of snow round
the base of a large pine tree and got what cover they could
from that. Imagine the toughness of these men standing
this in a temperature of around twenty below zero. Every
night several men in the patrol were detailed off to act as
watch, taking turns in ski-ing round the camp in circles,
But on this trip they were lucky. They ran into no Russians.
They were well equipped with maps* and one man in the
patrol knew the Russian countryside near the border quite
well, having often crossed it in peacetime rounding up
reindeer which had strayed.
And so, after several days of this unbelievable hardship,
they reached the railway, I asked this man if they had
dynamited the line, as I had heard that this had been done
by patrols, but he said they could not possibly have
carried enough explosives to do enough worth-while
damage, A railway line is easily repaired if only a few
yards are destroyed. But included among the cargo of
those two pulkkas was a large number of hand grenades
and small egg bombs, with which they made lightning
raids on some of the rolling stock on the line. In spite of
the fact that the line is heavily guarded they succeeded in
destroying a petrol tank-car and also setting on fire a
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